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Which Namaz is offered when the
sun rises a quarter of the entire day
in the morning?
A. Namaz e Ishraq

B. Namaz e Chasht
C. Namaz e Awwabeen

D. None of these

Explanation of Chasht Namaz
Chasht Salah is performed in the morning (after sunrise and before Zawal).
Although it is better to perform it after a quarter of the day has passed. While in
namaz e chasht Between two and twelve Rakats can be offered.

When namaz e Ishraq is offered?
Ans: Ishraq namaz is offered just after the sunrise early in the morning. It is
usually performed after about 20mins of the sun rise in the sky.
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A.

Moreover, You can also Submit Islamiat MCQs. If you are willing to take
Online Islamic studies Quiz, Click HERE.
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